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The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® (NAR) constantly communicates to consumers
and the media about the importance of choosing to work with a real estate professional who
has the REALTOR® credential, because of their access to the unparalleled services available
to members of the local, state and national REALTOR® associations and the commitment
of members to the Code of Ethics. Your right to share in this goodwill is a part of your
membership in the REALTOR® organization.
Every day you do your part by using those resources to assure you have optimized your skills
and knowledge to provide your best services to customers and clients. You should take
advantage of that goodwill by showing your value to your clients by promoting yourself as a
REALTOR® every day.
The “That’s Who We R”campaign educates consumers on the REALTOR® difference and becomes
an inherent call to action to work with a REALTOR®, who abides by the Code of Ethics.
Because of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® outreach and your efforts, home buyers
and sellers know there is a difference between a real estate professional who is a REALTOR®
and a real estate professional who has not earned the right to carry that name. They recognize
you as a trusted professional, respected in the industry and in your community. As a result,
when it comes time to buy and sell their properties, consumers turn to you.
Your online presence and the effective use of social media is paramount to your success in the
real estate business. This guide has two purposes — to help you take your business to a new
level through the use of Facebook and to put into context your responsibilities and duties as
a member of NAR when using social media. Strategic use of social media will enhance your
reputation for quality and standards of excellence in all real estate-related pursuits. These are
exactly the qualities you want in your business and the ones expected of a REALTOR®.
Use this guide to not only build your knowledge, but to create a Facebook presence that is
productive for your business and aligns with the high standards for REALTORS® designated by
the Code of Ethics. Make notes along the way to help you put into action what you learn! Don’t
let this guide be another book on the shelf — implement one thing at a time, then return and
choose another.
You will learn how to create a Facebook presence ethically and responsibly, plus you will learn
how to use the power of a Facebook business “Page” to create a place where clients and
prospects can find out how you do business and read the content you share. Become a trusted
advisor, and they will want to do business with you.

WHY FACEBOOK?
Facebook is described as “a social utility that helps people communicate/interact
more efficiently with their friends, family and coworkers.”1 Members “Friend,” or connect
with, people they know on this media to share status updates about their lives, share
photos, exchange messages and more. As of June 2019, Facebook has more than 2.5
billion monthly active users and 1.59 billion daily active users who share. Among adult
Facebook users, the average number of friends a user has is 338 and that user is
connected to 80 community pages, groups and events.
Facebook also has become an invaluable tool for real estate professionals around
the globe.
According to the 2019 NAR Member Profile, seventy-seven percent of members are using
social media while an additional eight percent plan to in the future. The use of social
networking sites is more widespread among those who are 49 or under: eight in ten
REALTORS® in that age group use social media2.
Real estate is a social business. Your offline connections help create consistent referral
business. With some of your networking going online, sites like Facebook will become an
integral part of your everyday online marketing plan. This guide illustrates how to use
Facebook as a FREE marketing tool to help connect with your client base, generate leads
and, most of all, create connections by sharing content about your real estate business and
yourself. Tools like Facebook allow you to grow your sphere of influence and network with
other professionals and cull for clients without a huge budget or tremendous marketing
effort.

VIDEO TIP: You’ll find that a number of tips have a video icon next to them. You can
find out more about these tips at www.NAR.realtor/SMRTips. These tips are maintained
by NAR’s Director of Digital Engagement Nobu Hata who has extensive experience in real
estate technology and social space on both the member and association level. The videos
are meant to provide you enhanced information on the tip shared. This information is
meant to provide you with a general start for all social networks and media.

http://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A FACEBOOK PERSONAL
“PROFILE” AND A BUSINESS “PAGE”
A Facebook “Profile,” also known as your personal “Timeline,” is the standard Facebook
experience, representing one person, his or her interests, and his or her connections with
other Facebook users. A Facebook “Page,” on the other hand, may be used to brand a
product or represent a company, a real estate professional, a community or a special
interest group. Facebook offers many FREE ways to help a company interact with the users
that choose to connect with or “Like” them. Put simply, profiles are for people and pages
are for businesses.
When you use a personal page as a business, your business has a gender and birthday.
When you set up a business page, your page has a category, a mission statement,
products, awards, and reviews. If you want your customers to learn more about your
company and what you do, you need to set up a business page.
Referrals generated by your social network of family, friends and others you know are vital
to your business. This is where a business Facebook “Page” comes into play.
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PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE – Watch for these tips for suggestions of ways to execute
an action step.

EASY ACTION STEPS: Follow these easy action steps to utilize/leverage the free
Facebook technology.

LOOK FOR THE

LINK ICON
This symbol will
alert you to the
helpful Web link
to follow.

HOW TO GET STARTED
1. The first step is to create a personal account on Facebook. Visit Facebook at
www.Facebook.com and sign up for an account.

2. C reate a personal “Profile.”
NOTE: Facebook features a built-in security check to validate that a user is a
“human” to avoid applications from creating profiles to generate spam.

3. Check your email to confirm your account. Once you click on the link located within the
message, you’ll be on your way!
It is always a good idea to spend some time reading the “Help” section located at:
http://www.facebook.com/help. Many of your questions can be answered here. The help
section has an extensive overview of account and privacy settings, plus it gives you direct
links to features in the program.
NOTE: You may only have one personal “Profile.”

CREATING YOUR PERSONAL TIMELINE
As a member of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, you understand the
importance of your reputation and integrity involved in your profession. Your online
reputation begins with a good profile and a great profile picture.
Before you begin, think about how you want to use your personal profile on Facebook. Will
you use it to connect with clients and prospects or just friends and family? Establishing a
personal account will allow you to become familiar with how people connect on Facebook
and how to potentially connect in a less formal and more interactive fashion with clients,
prospects and your sphere of influence.
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — To truly maximize your Facebook presence, create both a
personal “Profile” and a professional business “Page.”
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PHOTOS
Your profile picture and cover photos are a very important part of your personal profile.
Facebook is a casual media, so it is not expected that a user’s photograph be a
professional headshot. Your profile picture should be a picture of you and will not only
appear as the inset photo on your profile, but also next to any interaction that you have
elsewhere on Facebook. Your cover photo should be at least 720 pixels wide and should be
a “story” of who you are or represent. This should not include any links or calls to action,
per Facebook.
Create or update your Facebook “Profile” by clicking “Update Info” located under your Cover
Photo while viewing your “Timeline.” (If you click on your name in the upper right corner you
will be viewing your “Timeline/Profile.”)
BASIC INFORMATION
You will see various boxes with information you can add to make your profile more
complete and to tell a little bit about yourself. Complete the “Basic Information” box,
but feel free to hide your birth year and your birth date. Think of the “About You” section
as your mission statement, but as with most social networks, consider brevity to be your
friend. This is a great place to present your “elevator speech,” a 10-second, all-aboutyou description you would share during an interview.
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Some of the categories are fun to fill out, and a profile that is complete seems friendlier.
Fields under the “Work and Education” tab may be filled in using the “auto-complete”
feature. The “auto-complete” feature can also help you search for people you might
know. Add committees and boards upon which you serve or work. This allows others who
are on Facebook to find you.
The most important field to populate is the “Contact Info” field. Add your phone number,
business address, email, website address and other information to maximize this tab.
NOTE: Read the privacy options before posting your phone number if you are
concerned about who might be able to find your number on Facebook. Also,
don’t forget your brokerage information, according to the Code of Ethics and
your office policy.
Keep in mind that the privacy level can be adjusted for each item of information you share.
You can choose to make public only the pieces you want the world at large to see and leave
the rest open only to your friends. When you start connecting with people on Facebook,
be patient because they might not reach out right away. However, be sure your contact
information, including your phone numbers, address, email address, website address and
links to your Facebook business “Page” (if such a page has been created), is ready for
when they do reach out to you!

DISCLOSE YOUR LICENSE
Do you have to disclose your status as a real estate licensee or a REALTOR® on this
page? Find out if there are other mandatory disclosures based upon license law, the
Code of Ethics or any social media policies adopted by your brokerage.
ACCOUNT
To edit your account, select the “Settings” tab from the down arrow icon that appears
to the right of the “Home” button in the upper right corner of any page on Facebook.
Account settings are divided into sections: “General,” “Security,” “Privacy,” “Timeline
and Tagging,” “Blocking,” “Notifications,” “Mobile,” “Followers,” “Apps,” “Ads,”
“Payments,” “Support Dashboard” and “Videos.”
Under General Account Settings, the most important item to include here is your name,
which will appear to others viewing your “Profile Page” and “Username,” and which
transposes into your own Facebook vanity URL. Add your nickname or some other identifiers
so that your profile is easier to search by “Friends.”
Your “Username” is the vehicle for establishing a vanity URL for your Facebook profile.
Facebook will generate a number of shortened versions of your “Name” for you to utilize
as your username if your full name is already taken. You may utilize one of these names
or search and identify your own. After setting it up, you will be able to directly navigate
to your profile by typing facebook.com/ [your username here].
NOTE: You can change the email addresses attached to your account and
your password under the General tab.
NOTIFICATIONS
Use the “Notifications” tab to change how Facebook notifies you about changes to
your page. A very active Facebook page tends to clog up the Facebook account owner’s
email and text message inbox. Here you can shut out notifiers that might become too
interruptive and simply visit Facebook to receive updates. There are certain notifiers that
you will want to receive in your email, such as notifiers about:
•	
private messages
•	
posts on your wall
•	
when someone tags you in a photo, a video, a link or a note
Make sure you review and consider all of those options.
VIDEO TIP: How to change Facebook “Notifications.”
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TIMELINE
Your “Timeline” is the same thing as your “Profile,” otherwise known as your “Wall.” There are
three basic components of your “Timeline”:
• “Cover” – A large panoramic image that is the focal point of your “Timeline.”
•	“Tabs” – The menu bar running below your cover photo, with Timeline, About,
Photos, Friends and More (where any Apps you have connected to Facebook
will be listed).
•	“Stories /Posts” – Stories are organized in reverse chronological order; your
“Timeline” displays all of your status updates, photos, videos, questions
and “Wall” posts.
Users have complete flexibility over what content is displayed in their “Timelines.” Users
can remove, add, feature and change the privacy settings for any piece of content on
their “Timeline.”
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FOLLOWERS
If you choose to allow it, Facebook offers subscriptions to your news updates. This allows
people that you may not want to add as a “friend” to see your updates in their “Wall.” You can
set to allow subscribers under the “Account Settings” and “Followers” tab.
TICKER
The “Ticker” is a real-time feed of your “Friends” activity on the right side of your Facebook
page. This feature allows you to jump into conversations with “Friends” on your network as
they are happening. Facebook introduced this new feature because the “Wall” has a time
lag; activity that is being displayed in the “Ticker” is real-time.
PRIVACY SETTINGS
Facebook features “Privacy Settings” to control which applications one is permitted to view
and the information you share. Be aware that when Facebook makes system-wide changes
to privacy controls, your settings could revert back to the Facebook default settings. Be
sure to check your Facebook “Privacy Settings” on a regular basis to ensure you are
comfortable with the information that is being shared with others on your “Profile.”
There is a shortcut to your privacy settings in the upper right corner of any page on
Facebook; click the padlock icon to display three choices: “Who can see my stuff?,” “Who
can contact me?” and “How do I stop someone from bothering me?” You can also click
on “See More Settings” for the full list of privacy options and settings.
NOTE: You now have the option to designate the privacy setting by “Post” by
selecting the “Public” button next to the “Post” button. This allows you to
specify what “Lists” or “Friends” will see your “Post.”

HOW TO CHANGE YOUR PRIVACY SETTINGS
To change the setting, click on “Privacy,” and adjust permissions under “Who can see my
stuff?” and “Who can look me up?” Use the options on the right to decide what settings are
most comfortable for you.
Click on “Timeline” and “Tagging” on the left menu to adjust “Who can add things to
my Timeline?,” “Who can see things on my Timeline?” and “How can I manage tags
people add and tagging suggestions?” Again, use the options on the right to decide the
settings that are comfortable to you.
Use the menus under “Blocking” to manage users, Apps and event invites that you have
blocked from your “Profile.”
WHAT TO SHARE ON YOUR PERSONAL PROFILE
	
Once you set up your “Profile” and decide who to “Friend,” share some of your own
content. Here are some ideas to consider:
• S hare what’s happening in your life. Share what you’re up to, places you go, and
your likes and dislikes. All of these things can connect us with other people.
• Share your photos. People love these! Personal or community photographs are a
great way to connect with your friends and others. When you are attending a local
event, take pictures and share your photos on Facebook.
• Share interesting links or articles. Remember, your Facebook “Page” is your
personal profile. While the page contents may be real estate-related, they don’t
necessarily have to be. Think about the type of people you connect with. What
interests do they have? Share links your network might find valuable.
•	
Ask questions. Your connections born of your personal “Profile” are your friends, and
they have opinions. Allow them to share by asking prompting questions.
• Acknowledge others. Has a friend done something great, written a quality article,
received an award or launched a new business? Share his or her success with your
“Friends” when it is relevant. Consider reaching out to those who comprise your
sphere of influence by visiting their Facebook “Profiles,” too, and commenting on
posts that appear on their “Wall.”
• Establish yourself as an expert. Establish yourself as a community, neighborhood or
industry expert by posting engaging content on specific topics.
NOTE: Engaging in conversation and interacting with “Friends” and the content
they post on Facebook is key to staying relevant in this medium. This type
of interaction will be a key part of generating fans and frequent visitors to
your Facebook business “Page.” The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®
Professional Standards Committee has made this a point of ethical conduct.
REALTORS® have a duty to the public and their customers and clients to present
current and accurate information.
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MAKING CONNECTIONS
You can search for friends who are using Facebook by typing their name or email
address into the search bar in the middle of the top toolbar. If you don’t see your friend
right away, select “View All Results” to see more.
You can also find friends or import your address book by selecting the “Friends” icon in
the upper right corner of your toolbar and selecting “Find Friends.” The icon looks like a
silhouette of two heads.
Facebook will periodically suggest “People You May Know” in the right sidebar in the
middle of your News Feed or under the “Find Friends” section. Facebook will compare
mutual friends and networks you belong to in order to make their suggestions.
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When reaching out to make a connection with someone, be sure to send along a personal
message, if enabled, to remind the person of how you know each other.
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE – Managing “Friend” requests can seem stressful at
times. You might receive requests from individuals whom you do not choose to “Friend”
on Facebook. You can choose to decline the “Friend” request. The requesting party is
NOT notified that a “Friend Request” has been declined. Many real estate practitioners
prefer to only “Friend” people they have met in person. If you do choose to separate your
professional from your personal life, you can direct those in your professional life to your
business “Page.” Another option, if you do choose to be “Friends” with someone you
do not want to share parts of your profile with, is to specify what information certain
individuals and/or groups can see on your home page.

MANAGE YOUR FRIENDS WITH LISTS: IMPROVED FRIENDS PAGE AND SMART LISTS
Create lists on Facebook to manage your “Friends” in order to send particular messages
to a particular group, or to monitor friends postings on the “News Feed.”
•	“Smart Lists” – You’ll see “Smart List” suggestions like “Work,” School,”
“Family,” and “City” that create themselves and stay up-to-date based on profile
info your friends have in common with you. These lists are created for you.
•	“Close Friends and Acquaintances Lists” – You can see your best friends’ photos
and posts in one place, and see less from people you’re not as close to. You must
create this list yourself.
•	“Restricted List” – You can add these folks (i.e., your boss) to this list and they will
only see your “Public” posts. You’ll still be friends on Facebook so you can send them
messages or “Tag” them in a post if you want to connect to them from time to time.
“Friend Lists” are completely optional. If you don’t like lists, you don’t have to use them.
Also, note any lists you have already created have not changed.
Each of your “Lists” has its own “News Feed,” where you can see just the photos, status
updates and other posts from the people on the list. To view list “News Feeds,” look for
the “Lists” section on the left side of your home page and click the list you want to see.
When you are on your “Profile,” you can view your contacts by clicking on the
Friends tab in the menu running on the left side of the screen. Here you can
find your friends by a variety of searches, including by Name, Interest and
School.
To separate friends into different groups, go to your “News Feed” and select
“Friends.”
A complete summary of lists that you created appears. To create a new list,
click “Create a List.” A popup menu will appear, requiring you to name the
group and select which “Friends” will be a part of it.
To view the posts from a list, use the “Lists” feature that appears in the
left rail of your Home page. You will be able to keep track of all of the recent
activity for that list group here.
To manage your lists at any time, you can use the “Manage List” feature by
selecting “Edit List” or “Choose Update Types.”
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GROUPS
Another way to manage and interact with “Friends” is in a Facebook “Group.” This
is a social gathering of people under an interest or like. Created and moderated by
individuals on Facebook, “Groups” can be used as “Work Groups” or simply to create a
personal, social network outside the Facebook expanse. The main function of a “Group”
is to create a common chat room. Centering a group around a common topic is key and
Facebook has exploded in niche groups over the last couple years. SO much so that
Facebook has put much more emphasis on them in their marketing.
Individual real estate agents might create groups to connect with clients and/or family.
One agent created a book club for sharing a book each month with friends, clients and
others. Women’s Council of REALTORS® (WCR) has a Facebook group where members
easily share information among their WCR chapters. Groups for neighborhoods have
risen to meet the communications needs of offline communities. Societal groups for
common community needs, like “First time moms” groups have also grown in use with
memberships from a handful to upwards of 10,000+ in some markets.
Group engagement tips:
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Go to where you are passionate outside of real estate. If you’re a biker, first time parent
or philanthropic-minded there’s a group for you, and almost all markets have them, so
seek them out!
Engage authentically and give before you get. The best group members engage
authentically giving value to their presence with business being a secondary bonus.
Share your expertise, grow your influence and you’ll get the business soon enough.
When real estate comes up, give value. Real estate comes up in a group with people that
trust each other, so when prompted share tips, tricks and contacts from your website
rather than a “Call me!” call to action that will fall on deaf ears.
Better yet, let your clients share the love for your services for you. You’ll find that your
happy clients will share your passions and be in the same groups you are, so engage
your brand’s ambassadors in the groups they’re in and have THEM share why they chose
your to be their REALTOR® in the groups you’re together in.
To create a “Group,” select “Groups” from the left column on your Facebook home page.
Click the “+Create Group” button. You will be prompted to:
1. name your “Group”
2. add members to the “Group”
3. select the privacy level

PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — Facebook is not only about posting personal updates,
it is about prospecting! Staying in touch with your past clients and sphere is so easy
with Facebook. If you already use a system to touch base with such individuals on a
regular basis, consider adding Facebook as a touch point. It is still important to send
personal notes and to make phone calls, but also consider using Facebook to catch up.
Visit others’ profiles and clients and read about what is going on in their lives in order to
reconnect. Make sure to comment on their “Walls.”
CHECKING IN
Facebook mobile users can “Check in” at businesses, parks, restaurants and more through
the use of GPS technology. When you “Check in,” an update will be posted to your Facebook
“Wall.” Users can also add “Places” by “Post” while they are updating their “Status” by
entering a city or location via the “Status” box.
You can also write a recommendation for “Places” you visit like stores or restaurants by
following these steps: (1) Go to the “Place” page that you’d like to recommend. (2) Find the
“Recommendations” box in the right column. (3) Write a recommendation in the open field,
choose an audience to share your recommendation with and click “Recommend.”
The places we visit demonstrate our connection to our community, and these connections
can help us develop rapport with our friends. Consider the interests of your friends.
Selective check ins can generate conversation. For instance, an active volunteer with the
Red Cross can, through Facebook, connect with fellow volunteers. A “Check in” at the Red
Cross building could start a Facebook conversation among those friends who volunteer.
To use this function:

1. Access Facebook from your mobile phone using the Facebook App or
by going to https://touch.facebook.com.

2. Click on “Check In.”
3. Find your location.
4. Enter a comment about your location to provide content and stir interest.
5. Click on “Check In” again.
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — Do not check others in to any location without
permission. Just because you are comfortable with the check in displaying on Facebook
does not mean others are comfortable with it. Check your “Privacy Settings” to set
whether your friends are able to check you into places.
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MESSENGER
Conversations are key to establishing and enhancing relationships through Facebook.
Conversations can develop live with Facebook “Messenger.” The chat function operates
like any other instant messaging program. The “Messenger” application is located in the
sidebar in the lower right corner of any Facebook “Profile” or “Page.” “Messenger” was
created to allow the user to communicate with multiple people and groups of “Friends.”
Users can limit their availability to “Messenger” while online with certain lists if they do
not wish to be contacted via the “Messenger” feature. Simply adjust your settings using
the snowflake feature in the sidebar.
The sidebar lets you quickly contact some of the “Friends” you message most. Just
clicking on the name of a “Friend” opens a “Messenger” window. If your “Friend” isn’t
available to “Messenger,” you can still send messages.
A green circle indicates the person is online with “Messenger.”
A half-moon indicates the person hasn’t been online in at least 10 minutes.
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To enable or disable your chat, click on the settings wheel at the bottom and you will see
the prompt to “Go Online” or “Go Offline.”
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — The “Sidebar” is sensitive to the amount of free space
you have on your screen, so it only appears if there’s enough room for it. If you don’t see the
“Sidebar,” just click “Message” in the bottom right corner of your screen, which shows the
same list of “Friends” you would find in your “Sidebar.”

USE LINKS, PHOTOS AND VIDEO
TO KEEP CLIENTS COMING BACK
Adding photos and other items to break up the content on your Facebook profile will keep
it fresh and will add visual interest. Information and postings that are carefully selected
can cause others who visit your page to find it valuable.
Photos will add interest and keep your content page timely and allow people to find value
in the information and postings.
NOTE: Remember everything you post on Facebook could be public. You
may think something is fun or irreverent, but remember to always present
yourself in a professional manner.
LINKS
To add a link to a Facebook “Status Update,” highlight the URL or Web address of the
site you want to add to your Facebook profile, then right click and select “Copy.” On your
Facebook “Wall,” where it says “What’s on your mind?,” always post an introduction
to what the link is about or regarding, then paste the link into the box provided. After
pasting the file link, Facebook will populate the box with the title of the page or post
you are sharing, an excerpt from the page and a photo thumbnail, when available. If
more than one thumbnail image is available, choose the one that is most appropriate or
compelling. You can edit the title and excerpt by simply clicking on the text. Select the
privacy option for your post and share the link by clicking on “Post.”
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — A great way to bring traffic and feedback to your
website is to provide links to high-quality content. Let the author know that you’re
posting his or her content, where applicable, to get even more traffic.

VIDEO TIP: How to add a link to a Facebook “Profile” or “Page.”
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PHOTOGRAPHS
You can also add photos and videos to Facebook. Click on “Add Photo/Video” from the main
Facebook home page or from your “Wall.” Select the option to “Upload Photos.” Once a pop-up
menu appears, click on “Select Photos” and navigate through the folders on your computer
to locate your pictures. Use the “Control” key (CNTL) / Apple key or the “Shift” key to select
multiple photos (this will only work if all of the photos you want are listed one after the other) at
once. After making your selections, click on “Open” and the photos will be uploaded to the site.
You also can name and describe the “Photo Album” you have created. After the pictures are
uploaded, write a description for each photo and “Tag” people. You also can choose the album
cover. After modifying the album, make sure you publish it so that it achieves maximum
visibility. If the album is not published, it will not be visible to your friends or followers.
You may also upload one picture at a time on your “Wall” by selecting “News Feed” in the left
column, then choosing “Add Photo/Video” above the “What’s on your Mind?” box. You can also
use this process to upload a video. It is always a good idea to add a short introduction before
your picture by adding some text in the “What’s on your mind?” box with your photo.
Ask permission before tagging people in photos taken in social settings, as some people are
sensitive to sharing those types of photos.
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VIDEO TIP: How to add photos
VIDEO AND VIDEO CALLING
To post a video to a Facebook “Page,” click “Add Photo/Video” from the main Facebook home
page or from your “Wall.” Similar to adding a photo, you can select the option to “Upload a
Video” from your computer hard drive. To link a video from another website, you’ll follow the
same instructions to add a link by copying and pasting it into the “Write Your Post Here” box.
After doing so, provide a description of the link/video/picture.
In July 2011, Facebook launched video calling with Skype. Facebook “Video Calling” is
integrated into the chat feature and allows you to connect face-to-face with your Facebook
“Friends” on video.
Facebook “Live” was launched in 2016. Live lets people, public figures and Pages share
live video with their followers and friends on Facebook.
Live is a great way to interact with viewers in real time. It can allow you to have
engaging conversations with your followers. Field their burning questions, hear what’s
on their mind and check out their Live Reactions to gauge how your broadcast is going.
People can discover live videos right in News Feed. To get notified when certain a
broadcaster goes live, tap the “Live Subscribe” button on the top of a live video to get
notified when that person or Page goes live again. People who frequently engage with or
have recently interacted with a person or Page going Live may receive a notification.

FACEBOOK BUSINESS PAGE
Because Facebook’s terms of service prevent business promotions on personal profiles,
Facebook business “Pages” are an excellent way for real estate professionals to have
a true business presence on Facebook, engage with the community and share valuable
information. Facebook business “Pages” are viewable by anyone; they don’t have to be
your personal friend. Pages show up in Facebook search results and on the “Likes and
Interests” section of the page’s followers profiles. “Pages” are also indexed and ranked
in search engines.
CREATING A FACEBOOK BUSINESS PAGE
To begin creating your business “Page,” go to: https://www.facebook.com/pages/create.php.
Begin by selecting a category name from the six options provided:
•	
Local Business or Place
•	
Company, Organization or Institution
•	
Brand or Product
•	
Artist, Band or Institution
•	
Entertainment
•	
Cause or Community
Next, fill in your business name, address, zip code and phone number in the spaces
provided, click “Get Started” and your “Page” is created. Now you are ready to
personalize your “Page,” upload your company logo or image, and edit your information.
Be sure to include your state of licensure and license number, your brokerage name and
your full contact information.
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You now can share links and comments from your business “Page” with other Facebook
users. To do so, navigate to your “Page” either from the “Pages” menu on the left side of
your News Feed or by typing the name of your page in the search bar at the top. Tip: you
can make the link to your “Page” a “Favorite” on that left side menu by clicking on the
pencil icon next to your page’s name and then clicking on “Add to Favorites.”
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — Taking on your page identity and interacting on popular
local pages will help to market your business page.
CUSTOMIZING YOUR PAGE
Your business “Page” looks similar to your personal “Profile” with a cover photo, profile
picture and About section. These can be customized by using the tabs that appear at the
top of your “Page.”
The tabs at the top of your Facebook home page are “Page,” “Activity,” “Insights,” and
“Settings.” Users cannot see this, only the administrators of your “Page.” To edit or build
your Facebook “Page,” click on “Settings.” You will see 10 choices in the left menu:
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•	General – This allows you to edit the page’s visibility, who can or cannot post on
your “Page,” country and age restrictions, profanity filters and more.
•	Page Info – This is where you can edit your “About Me” for your “Page,” including
your contact information, detailed description and categories. You can also choose
your custom Facebook Web address for your business “Page” from this section.
•	Notifications – Like your “Profile,” you can decide whether to receive notifications
via email and/or on Facebook regarding activity on your “Page.”
•	Page Roles – This is a list of all the people who are administrators of your “Page.”
•	Apps – A list of any Apps that you have added to your “Page.”
•	Suggested Edits – Your audience can suggest improvements to your “Page,”
which will appear here for your consideration.
•	Featured – You can feature other pages that your “Page” “Likes,” up to five at a
time. Think about featuring your broker’s “Page,” “Pages” for neighborhoods you
serve or local businesses you frequent.
•	Report Duplicates – If there are spoof pages or inauthentic pages about your
“Page,” you can search and report them here.

•	Mobile – Gives you directions, and a specialized email address, to be able to upload
photos or status updates from your mobile device.
•	Banned Users – This is where you can manage the list of people you have banned
from interacting with your “Page.”
PERMISSIONS
	
Use the General tab and the “Page Visibility” section to control who can see your “Page.”
This section covers who can view, post and whether people can tag your photos. While
setting up your “Page,” select the check box for “Page Visibility,” “Unpublish Page.” This
change will allow you to update your “Page” without it being viewed by other Facebook
users. You can uncheck this feature and “Publish” your “Page” once all changes and
updates have been completed.
BASIC INFORMATION
Under the “Basic Information” tab, you may change the name and contact information
on the “Page,” post hours of availability and include a short company description. To
maximize your presence on Facebook, completely fill in this information to create a wellestablished profile. You can set a map location and share the year that your business
was founded. Don’t forget to include the link to your website or blog.
An Article titled “Facebook Business Page vs. Personal Page”, by Lia Salim, spells out one
of the biggest benefits of a Business Page, the fact that customers can rate and review
your business, using Facebook Reviews. Lia explains, “according to Facebook, star ratings
(reviews) encourage more people to rate a business, making it eligible to appear in the
news feed. This helps readers discover new businesses, and helps build brand awareness.
Star ratings are incorporated into a business’s Facebook EdgeRank. Much like Google has
its 200 ranking factors, Facebook has an algorithm that determines where your posts will
end up in the news feed, if they end up there at all. Put simply, overall organic reach and
brand visibility are directly impacted by EdgeRank, which is influenced in part by star
ratings. The ability to influence EdgeRank is a major benefit to maintaining Facebook star
ratings on your page. There’s also the increased integrity and credibility that comes with
brand transparency.”3
A Page’s star rating is the average of all public star ratings that the Page has received.
Only Pages that allow reviews will show a star rating.

http://support.outboundengine.com/hc/en-us/articles/212320683-Facebook-Business-Page-vs-Personal-Page

3
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Keep in mind that when someone posts a rating, they can select an audience to share
it with. For example, if they post a star rating and select Friends as the audience, only
their friends can see their rating. Only star ratings that are shared publicly are included
in a Page’s overall rating.

WHAT MAKES A GOOD BUSINESS PAGE?
A Facebook business “Page” is an extension of your online marketing presence. It is
considered a channel or a “spoke” to connect people to your website presence. As with
any online marketing presence, consider your client first. Some real estate professionals
mirror their personal website on their Facebook business “Page.” Others create multiple
business “Pages” to represent each aspect of their business or for each listing. What
makes a good business “Page” on Facebook? Here are five things:

1. Frequently updated content
2. Posts that foster interaction
3. Engaging content that gets people talking
4. Content posted that leads traffic back to your “hub” (your “hub” is your
website or home base for your business)

5. Contact information that is easy to read and use

BEST PRACTICE CASE STUDY
Dale Chumbley is a second-generation REALTOR® in Vancouver, Washington, who
has sold real estate since 1994. Dale uses his Facebook “Page” “365 Things To Do In
Vancouver, WA” at https://www.facebook.com/WhyVancouverWA to enhance the content he
posts on www.ClarkCountyRealEstateGuide.com. Dale will start his marketing efforts with
a post on his blog website about a place or event in his local community. He then posts
a link on his Facebook “Page” to his blog post and writes a few interesting sentences to
drive Facebook visitors to his blog. As of this writing, Dale had more than 17,000 “Likes”
on his Facebook “Page.”
THE GOOD:
•	
Dale posts content on his own website and uses Facebook to drive traffic back to a
page (his “hub”) he owns and controls.
•	
Dale writes engaging content about his local community.
•	
Dale fosters interaction on his “Page” through his use of discussions, photos and videos.
THE BAD:
•	
Dale posts on his blog and Facebook “Page” every day. He is extremely focused
and committed to developing regular content on a frequent, consistent basis.
Some real estate practitioners might find this schedule too time-consuming.
Dale says, “I recommend that agents stick with things that are natural and simple.
Don’t try it because you think it’s a “magic bullet.” It involves work and time. Don’t
create a ‘365 Things’ page. Just create good, local content for your community.”
Your business “Page” does not necessarily have to be community focused. It could be
targeted toward your real estate niche such as short sales, luxury homes or military
personnel. You could create pages for single listings or for community groups to
which you belong. Your “Page” does not even have to relate to real estate to generate
business results. The key is to create a page that attracts, generates and sustains good
relationships — the key to success in real estate.
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APPLICATIONS
It helps to be selective when adding applications to a Facebook “Page.” While there are
many Apps available to add to a Facebook profile, resist temptation to add too many
because your audience may find that less is more.
To decide which, if any, application to include on your “Page,” read each application
description carefully. Know exactly what each App does and its privacy settings. It also
helps to see how your contacts use the App before including it on your “Page.” But never
fear, you can remove an App as easily as you added it.
Applications actually can dramatically enhance your ability to manage Facebook “Page”
content and provide a compelling experience for visitors.
They also can extend the functionality of your “Page.” Facebook automatically adds a
few Apps to your page such as “Events,” “Photos,” “Links,” “Notes” and “Video.”
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The Apps that your Facebook business “Page” uses will be displayed on the left side
menu next to your posts, so visitors to your “Page” will be able to see what Apps you
are using.

MAXIMIZING THE BUSINESS PAGE
DRIVE TRAFFIC TO YOUR PAGE AND DEVELOP YOUR LIKES
Billions of pieces of content (Web links, news stories, blog posts, notes, photo albums,
etc.) are shared each month on Facebook. Your Facebook “Page” will compete for
eyeballs so it pays to be proactive in making your “Page” visible. Some suggestions for
making your “Page” stand out are:
•	
Create a customized URL.
•	
Post engaging content.
•	
Create a “Find Us on Facebook” badge.
•	
Add a “Like” button to your website site.
•	
Use Facebook advertising.
•	
Promote your “Page” everywhere.
CREATE A CUSTOMIZED URL
Visit www.facebook.com/username to brand your business “Page.” A vanity URL will
appear as www.facebook.com/YourBusinessPage. Again, incorporate your brand, slogan
or Web domain name you want to use.
When choosing a vanity URL remember, first and foremost, that use of the REALTOR®
mark can only be acceptable if it is authorized. Members or member boards of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® are authorized to use the REALTOR® marks only in
connection with their real estate business. Individuals or entities that are not members
of NAR are prohibited from using the REALTOR® marks in a domain name or username,
or elsewhere.
Even authorized uses of REALTOR® marks in usernames of members are acceptable
only (1) if used with the member’s name or firm name, and (2) if not used with
descriptive words or phrases. For example, a username may not include a geographical
term modifying the term REALTOR®, such as “Chicago-area REALTOR®,” “Northwest
REALTOR®” or “Downtown REALTOR®,” or descriptive terms that modify the REALTOR®
mark such as “Number One REALTOR®,” “Top REALTOR®” or “Your REALTOR®.” However,
geographic descriptions may be used in the usernames of state and local REALTOR®
associations.
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The same rules governing the use of the REALTOR® marks elsewhere apply on the Internet.
In a domain, members are authorized to use the REALTOR® marks only to indicate
membership to NAR by using the marks with a member’s name or with the legal name of a
member broker’s real estate business.
Check with your local association for more information on how to use the REALTOR® mark.
Follow these steps to create a custom URL for your “Page”:

1. Visit http://www.facebook.com/username/.
2. Select the “Page” you wish to edit from the drop down menu.
3. Enter the desired username. Someone may have your desired username; if so,
select another.

4. Click “Check Availability.”
5. If the username is available, you will see a message, “Several things for you to
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remember”:
› Y ou can only change the username of [Your Page Name] one time
once you set it.
› You can’t transfer the ownership of a username to another party.
› You can’t violate anyone else’s trademark rights.
› If you are acquiring a username to sell it in the future (squatting), 		
you will lose it.
6. Remember the Rules Regarding Usage of the REALTOR® mark.
7. Click confirm.
CREATE YOUR PAGE NAME
You can change the title of your business “Page” before you have 200 “Likes.” This is
different than the username mentioned above. After you have 200 people “Like” your
“Page,” you have to submit a request to Facebook if you would like to change the title of
your “Page.”

POST ENGAGING CONTENT
Once a “Page” has been established, it is time to add content. Quality content will entice
users to your “Page” and retain them. Before promoting your “Page,” be certain that your
content will get results. Ask a few friends and family members to review it. Ask them to be
your content “testers.” The better our content, the more likely it will be read and shared.
Networking always has been essential in the real estate business. Whether it takes place
offline (face-to-face) or online in a context like Facebook, real estate professionals need to
connect with prospects and clients so they will think of us when they think of real estate.
The more we have in common with people, the more likely they are to do business with us.
Create a bond of trust between people. Your social networking efforts will flourish if you just
continue doing what you always have successfully done in person — connect with them
through the use of well-chosen content.
It is recommended to post a status update using words, photos, video and links
at least three to five times per week. Not every post will garner attention, but consistency
will help you:
•	
Find your voice.
•	
Become a writer who gets results!
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — Keep posts short to ensure they will be read. If a post
is longer than two paragraphs, include a one-sentence synopsis. This will grab viewers’
attention long enough to either get them to read more or at least absorb the key elements.
Rogers Healy, a REALTOR® in Dallas, Texas, has successfully integrated Facebook into
his business. He often receives two or three contacts from each status update. When
asked what made his presence so successful, Rogers said, “I am not afraid to be myself.
I am not corporate. At first I was all work related and I started to notice my friends were
dropping off. In order to be successful, I needed to keep it balanced. Don’t lose sight that
this is a social networking site and not a business site. Don’t be stale. Make it fun.”
RESOURCES
Facebook has a whole portion of their help section dedicated to page setup and
management. You can find it here: https://www.facebook.com/help/364458366957655/.
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ENGAGE IN
CONVERSATION 40%

WHAT AND HOW TO POST
What do people want to read, see and hear in your
status updates? A good mix is illustrated in the pie
graph on the left.
Include content that is comprised of:
• relationship marketing

GENERAL
BUSINESS
TALK 20%

LINK TO
YOUR CONTENT
20%
LINK TO OTHER
CONTENT 20%
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• links to interesting information
• links back to your website
• a bit of real estate

Once you start posting content, whether it be re-posts or original content, make sure you
are engaging your business “Page” followers. It is important to note that pictures always
attract more viewings than paragraphs of text. Include photos whenever possible, and
when people comment — respond! Posting content that establishes you as an expert
keeps you top of mind in clients’ minds.
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — An example of effectively using photographs on
a Facebook business “Page” is to add photo albums of your local communities to
showcase your knowledge of the local area. Consider neighborhood photos, street
scenes, local businesses or whatever you see as you are out and about conducting
your real estate business every day.

10 WAYS TO USE CONTENT TO GET RESULTS4 
1. Share links to your blog posts with a short update to catch your readers’ attention
and make them want to click to read more. Select an interesting thumbnail image to
catch their eye.

2. P rovide information/links to upcoming events or activities in your area. This allows you
to reference items in your community. Examples: great hiking tips, upcoming festivals.

3. Share news articles. Examples include: housing news, mortgage news, new rules
and regulations. Sources can include The Wall Street Journal, your local newspaper,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, and your state and your local associations.
These organizations’ newsletters and websites and social media channels are all
great sources of content to share.

4. Provide community resources. Examples include: trash pickup day for Christmas
trees, new subdivision groundbreaking and the opening of a new building.

5. Post quick market statistics with your commentary.
6. Ask questions — they don’t always have to be real estate related. Example: Where is
the best restaurant to go to for Valentine’s Day in Mill Valley?

7. Post about your local favorites: restaurants/parks/local businesses. Include a link to
their website and a description of why.

8. Post anecdotal stories about what is happening in the market. Example: multiple
offer stories, big sales, hot new listings. (Be aware of confidentiality and fiduciary
responsibilities when posting.)

9. Post about your listings. Yes, your listings. Everyone says you can’t post them, but
you can. You just don’t want it to be all that you post. Tell a story about your listing.
People don’t want to know it is a 3 bedroom, 2 baths for $450,000. Share the story
about your listing that makes it unique – someone famous used to live in it, its
location is unique, it was designed by a renowned architect or it has a unique kind of
hardwood floors. Make it interesting. Please be sure to stay true to your MLS rules and
regs. Once the house is sold, delete the listing from your page!

10. Use your “Page” to let clients know about events going on at your office, such as
clinics, workshops or other public events. Here is a great way to reach out to the
people who follow your “Page” and bring them into face-to-face contact. “Friends”
of your Facebook “Page” can then see the events and RSVP, allowing you to get a
better idea of how many people are going to show.

NAR’s e-PRO® Certification: Day 1 content reprinted with permission of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS®. Available at: www.epronar.com.

4
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Excellent content is all around you. As you find items or news that interests you, save
them in a notebook or an “evergreen” file so that you have ideas ready to share at a
moment’s notice. Always read the Terms & Conditions of any site you might use as a
source of content for your site. You will want to be certain you understand the rules
governing the use of that content, which can range from you are free to use whatever
to you cannot use anything without prior written approval, with several variations in
between.
One way to find content for your “Page” is through the REALTOR® Content Resource
found on www.HouseLogic.com/members, an exclusive, free tool for members. The more
than a thousand articles at the REALTOR® Content Resource, which come from NAR’s
award-winning and comprehensive consumer website HouseLogic, cover not only home
buying and selling, but everything homeowners need to enhance, protect and maintain
their home.
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The process for using this content is simple. Access www.HouseLogic.com/members,
where you’ll be prompted to choose the article or articles you want, select how you want
to use them (such as in your blog or Facebook page) and download them. With seasonal
home improvement, maintenance, insurance, tax and finance content, you can not only
create a year-long marketing campaign on your “Page,” you can also add the articles to
your website and e-newsletter, or share them via Facebook and Twitter.
REALTOR Benefits® Program Partners also offer valuable content that’s relevant to
consumers and can further enhance your image as a go-to resource.
Visit www.NAR.realtor/RealtorBenefits to learn more.
Realtor.com® has a number of free tools just for REALTORS®, including your profile where
you can gather recommendations and reviews, communications to show sellers how their
home is performing on realtor.com® and a listing presentation you can download and
customize to show sellers your value proposition and plan. Resources can all be found at
www.NAR.realtor/realtorcom.
Regardless of where you choose to look for content, remember to ensure that it is legal.
Add terms of use and other legal protections to your privacy statement on your Facebook
“Page.” Be sure you add a disclaimer to your “Page” noting that you do not assume
responsibility for the accuracy of information posted by your visitors. Finally, as a
member of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®, remember that the Code of Ethics
also applies online.

As written in the preamble to the Code of Ethics, the Professional Standards Committee
suggests that REALTORS® can follow no safer guidance than that which has been
handed down through the centuries and embodied in the “Golden Rule” — “Whatsoever
ye would that others should do to you, do ye even so to them.”
CREATE A “FIND US ON FACEBOOK” BADGE FOR YOUR WEBSITE
A Facebook “Badge” is an interactive widget that you can customize and add to your
Web pages, emails or newsletters. The Facebook “Badge” allows you to share anywhere
on the Web. The “Marketing” section of your Facebook “Page” offers the option to make
a “Badge,” or visit www.facebook.com/badges. You will need to be logged in to your
“Personal Profile” to create a “Badge” (as opposed to viewing Facebook as a “Page”).
You can review the “Badge” overview on the “Badges Home” link.
Four types of “Badges” are available: Profile Badges, Photo Badges, Like Badges and
Page Badges. The “Profile Badge” is used to promote one’s personal profile — more of a
private Facebook connection. The “Photo Badge” is used only if large amounts of
pictures are posted on Facebook. The “Like Badge” is also for promoting a personal
page. The “Page Badge” is the one you will want to use to promote your business
“Page.”
You can customize the “Page Badge” in several ways. To begin, select from the “Page
Badges” menu and select “Edit this Badge.” Select “Vertical” layout for the best
formatting and readability. Then, select items “Name” and “Picture.” Select “Fans” once
your “Page” has more than 50 fans.
Finally, you will want to choose where to add the “Badge.” Facebook provides two
options: the Blogger option and the Typepad® option, which allow the “Badge” to be
easily added to the blog site. The third option is an Other option, which will pull up the
code you need to add to your website in order to add the “Badge.”
ADD A “LIKE” BUTTON TO YOUR WEBSITE
If you have a website, a blog or a landing page, you can add a “Like” button to it. This
may require the help of a Web designer. Place the “Like” button on the content of your
site to generate “Followers” for your business “Page.”
VIDEO TIP: How to add a “Like” button
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DYNAMICS OF THE NEWS FEED
You can sort through stories on your “News Feed” by using either the “Top Stories” or
“Most Recent” options above your “News Feed” with the drop down arrow.
Stories are displayed at the top of your “News Feed,” then as you scroll down, you will
see all of your most recent updates from your connections on Facebook. Top stories or
topics that you’ve missed while you were away are marked with an easy-to-spot blue
corner.
Users are able to quickly remove or feature content by selecting the drop down arrow on
the top right edge of a “Post.” You can unsubscribe from a particular friend’s posts or
make the post a Top Story using this feature.
One way to make sure you appear in your “Likers’” “News Feed” is by “Subscribing” to
your content. When subscribing, you can choose particular “Friends” or “Pages” and
“Subscribe” to see:
•	
All updates: everything your “Friends” posts
•	
Most updates: the amount you’d normally see
•	
Important updates only: just highlights, like a new job or move
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PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — Ask your “Followers” to “Subscribe” to your posts to
ensure they get all the information you have to offer.
USE FACEBOOK ADVERTISING
Facebook gives users the ability to create targeted marketing advertisements that
appear on other user’s “News Feeds.” Access this feature on your Facebook page by
selecting “Edit Your Page” and then the “Resources” link in the “Marketing” section.
One way to drive people to your “Page” is to buy advertising on Facebook, using its
“self-serve” system. You can specifically target ads to various demographics, including
country, state and city, gender, age, workplace and much more. Niche marketing like
this is not necessarily illegal, but when undertaking it be certain you are conscious of
fair housing concerns and don’t do anything that might express an illegal discriminatory
preference. A prospect who clicks on your ad will be taken directly to wherever you
choose to follow that click. You can choose either your Facebook “Page” or an external
website. You could even direct the ad to a specific landing page on your website
designed specifically for your Facebook visitors.

You might be tempted to use listings as ads, but unless there is something unique about
the listing to make it stand out from the noise, do not do it. Instead try tips and tricks to
buy or sell a home, tips to save money for a first down payment, anonymizing personal data
for sellers to prep their home for sale, the top reasons why a neighborhood is selling —
solve problems with your ads to gain an audience, especially with sellers.
If you want to target your listing to buyers’ target areas around points of interest that the
home is near. Stay away from demographics of race and other Fair Housing pitfalls and
instead, go after income and other better qualifying data points. No matter what you do,
buying ads in Facebook requires time, quality content, well thought-out tactics and a budget.
Do not throw away money. Be smart about online advertising like you would with offline ads.
Start by selecting a design, choose your target group, and then choose particular campaigns,
pricing and scheduling. Campaigns are defined by clicks or impressions. Facebook has a
robust help section for those interested in advertising on the site. You can find it here:
https://www.facebook.com/help/197976123664242/?ref=adcf-objective.
If you are advertising on realtor.com® to promote your brand through Local Expertsm,
these ads will follow realtor.com® visitors and will also show up on Instagram and their
news feed on Facebook.
.realtor™’s free realtor.com® profile website option allows you to connect your social
media accounts once, given your account information remains the same, and your latest
posts will automatically flow into your website!
PROMOTE YOUR PAGE EVERYWHERE
Facebook is one of the many tools you will use to connect with clients and prospects.
Remember to include your vanity URL (www.facebook.com/username) on all your offline
marketing, including all print materials, business cards and your email signature.
If you have a well-established contact database on a spreadsheet or an email address
book, then you can easily send a request to them to visit your “Page” and “Like” it.
However, be aware that Facebook does not differentiate between which email addresses
have Facebook accounts and those that do not. So, if your message is sent to a contact
that is not on Facebook, it could be considered spam. The CAN-SPAM Act, a law that sets
the rules for commercial email, establishes requirements for commercial messages,
gives recipients the right to have you stop emailing them, and spells out tough penalties
for violations. Be sure to check into the laws before sending out too many messages.
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PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — Gain referrals. Although Facebook is a social network,
if someone in your network posts that he or she is looking for a new house, be sure to
offer your services and/or your listings by obtaining and offering referrals. Send that
person to your Facebook “Page.” “Followers” are now also able to recommend places
they like, using the new “Recommendation” feature for “Places.”
For more social media tips, order the Social Media for REALTORS® Series including
the Social Media for REALTORS®: 101+ Dos and Don’ts product available at a greatly
discounted member price from the www.Store.realtor/SMR. An entire section of the guide is
dedicated to Facebook dos and don’ts.
REALTOR BENEFITS(R) PARTNER OFFERS
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Adwerx
Adwerx, a partner in NAR’s REALTOR Benefits® Program, is a simple and effective platform
designed to boost real estate professionals’ digital marketing strategy. Agents can target
prospects online to build awareness of their brand, get more referrals and promote listings
to a targeted group when they’re using mobile apps, Facebook, and surfing home search
sites like realtor.com®, as well as when they’re visiting CNN, Yahoo, and local news sites.
NAR members receive an exclusive 15% additional impressions on newly purchased or
renewed campaigns, an extra value when stacked with any existing Adwerx offers NAR
members may already have in place through their brokerage, association or other Adwerx
partner. NAR.realtor/RealtorBenefits/Adwerx
Back At You
Back At You, a partner in NAR’s REALTOR Benefits® Program, helps agents promote
themselves, their brand, and their listings on social media platforms in a way that’s
automated, targeted, and fully customizable. Agents can link their social media profiles, add
their MLS data, specify their target market, and more. Then Back At You’s innovative Social
Media Center automatically and beautifully posts content to the practitioner’s social media
pages. Back At You has exclusive pricing on individual plans for NAR members, and there is
also an enterprise plan for brokers.
NAR.realtor/RealtorBenefits/BackAtYou

ANALYZING RESULTS WITH INSIGHTS
Facebook “Insights” help a user analyze interactions on the Facebook business “Page.”
“Insights” can help you evaluate the effectiveness of the content on your “Page.”
The default “Insights” page provides weekly metrics via five tabs: Likes, Reach, Page
Views, Posts and People. Each tab tracks a different metric:
•	
Likes – Shows your total “Likes,” net “Likes” and where your “Likes” came from,
as well as how many “Likes” you’ve gained or lost. You can parse the data by
different criteria and/or date ranges as well.
•	
Reach – Shows your post reach, your “Likes”/comments/shares, your hide/report
as spam/“unlikes” and total reach.
•	
Page Views – Shows your “Page and Tab Visits,” “Other Page Activity” and
“External Referrers.”
•	
Posts – This category shows a breakdown for reach and engagement for each
individual post, but also gives you information on when your fans are online, the
success of different post types and the top posts from pages you watch.
•	
People – Breaks down the demographics of the people who like your page, by age,
gender and geographic area.
All of these “Insights” can be used to measure the effectiveness of your “Page” and the
level of engagement that your posts are getting.
On the bottom of the “Posts” tab, you will find details on all of your “Page Posts,”
showing:
•	
Reach – The total number of people who saw your posts
•	
Engagement – The total number of people who engaged with your content, either
by clicking on the post or liking/commenting/sharing
Clicking on the text of a post will show the full data for that post.
Analyzing the success of different types of posts will help you to deliver better content to
increase engagement with fans of the “Page.”
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — You can now export your Facebook “Page” updates to
Excel. You can enable this feature through the “Insights” tab.
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VIDEO TIP: Learn more about the power of “Insights” and how to track the
success of your “Page”

FACEBOOK PITFALLS AND RISK ISSUES
Being hyper-connected, as through social media, has its pitfalls. There might be serious
privacy issues caused by online participation. The open nature of communication on
social networks can affect a real estate professional’s reputation and license. Users
must ensure they are compliant with the Code of Ethics, their brokerage policy, and
Facebook rules and regulations.
Facebook is trying to balance a complex set of user needs and wants so that people will
use Facebook — and not other services — for all sorts of public and private sharing.
One minute, the average user might want to share a status update with the world and,
the next minute, that person might want to share a set of baby pictures with just the
family.
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Safety online and off is very important. NAR offers a variety of resources to help
REALTORS® keep safety top of mind year round, including safety tips, a video, articles on
client and agent safety, office safety forms and more. Visit www.NAR.realtor/Safety.

USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
NAR has developed a template for its members with the purpose of providing brokers
with a starting point that may be used when developing a social media policy for the
broker’s own firm. The template is on www.NAR.realtor and is called “Use of Social Media
in the Real Estate Business.” The document lays out the issues that brokers will or may
want to cover in a policy for the broker’s office or firm. An office policy can provide the
guidance that agents may need in deciding what can and cannot be done online while
managing key business risks, including in blogs and other social media sites. You can
find the full template at: http://www.NAR.realtor/letterlw.nsf/pages/0510rm_socialmedia.
Determine whether or not your brokerage has a social media policy and whether or not
your usage of Facebook fits within that policy. Every agent is responsible for ensuring
that the use of the Internet generally, and a specific social media site such as Facebook,
is consistent with the policies of the agent’s brokerage, the Code of Ethics, local, state
and federal laws, and all applicable real estate license laws and regulations. If you are
a broker, consider developing a policy that outlines usage amongst your agents and how
to stay legal, abide by the principles in NAR’s Code of Ethics and manage the business
risks that may be posed by use of social media.

SHARING ON FACEBOOK
Your name, profile picture and gender are visible to everyone. Additional settings control
what information is available to individuals searching for you on Facebook.
Facebook’s recommended guidelines are quite open and default to sharing your status
updates, photos and posts with everyone, not just people with whom you are connected.
We highly recommend that you customize these settings to restrict access to your
content based on your personal comfort level.
Facebook now allows you to control the privacy of each post you make. This includes
“Status update(s),” “Photos” and information.
Ultimately you decide whether to loosen or tighten your privacy settings.
NOTE: Even if your settings are “Friends Only,” if you “Tag” someone in a photo,
for example, the “Friends” of the person tagged may now view and comment on
your photos.
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — Facebook allows you to change your “Privacy”
settings on a per-post basis. It is easier to be more restrictive, and then lessen privacy
on specific posts you do not mind sharing to the world, rather than share everything.
APPS
The “Apps Privacy” controls allow you to view and edit settings for the information
shared with Apps and websites connected through Facebook. You can remove unwanted
Apps here.
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE — You may be surprised at what applications you have
connected to your Facebook account. Clean this out periodically.
Remember, while Facebook has privacy settings to control who can see what information
you share, YOU still have to filter what you say. Anything you say online can be used
against you.
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CODE OF ETHICS
Standard of Practice 1-2 of the REALTORS® Code of Ethics says, “The duties imposed by
the Code of Ethics encompass all real estate-related activities and transactions whether
conducted in person, electronically or through any other means.” This means that your
“REALTOR® hat” is not off, even when you participate in social networking sites such as
Facebook.
Article 12 of the Code is commonly referred to as the “true picture” article. It says,
“REALTORS® shall be careful at all times to present a true picture in their advertising
and representations to the public. REALTORS® shall also ensure that their professional
status (e.g., broker, appraiser, property manager, etc.) or status as REALTORS® is clearly
identifiable in any such advertising.”
Under Article 12, a REALTOR® participating on Facebook must:

1. Have a complete profile with his or her name, status as REALTOR® and company
information. Many states may require to include your real estate license number and/
or your state of licensure.
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2. Ensure your website is current. Any inaccurate or stale information should be removed
or clarified.
Article 15 of the Code says, “REALTORS® shall not knowingly or recklessly make false or
misleading statements about competitors, their businesses or their business practices.”
The Standards of Practice for this article were updated in 2010 to include statements
made on the Internet. Also added was the obligation to remove false or misleading
comments or make a clarifying statement.
As interpreted in SOP 15-2: “The obligation to refrain from making false or misleading
statements about competitors’ businesses and competitors’ business practices
includes the duty to not knowingly or recklessly repeat, retransmit, or republish false or
misleading statements made by others. This duty applies whether false or misleading
statements are repeated in person, in writing, by technological means (e.g., the Internet)
or by any other means.” In this way the ethical obligations of a REALTOR® to avoid false
or misleading statements may go beyond what the law might require.

Since there are hundreds of ways to market yourself using Facebook, today’s agents
should interpret the Code to apply to all types of interaction the REALTOR® may have on
the Web. It remains the responsibility of the members to comply with the requirements
not only of local, state and federal law but also the Code of Ethics of the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®.
Also keep fair housing laws in mind when answering questions or providing updates
on social networks. Under the federal Fair Housing Act, it is illegal to discriminate in
the sale, lease or rental of housing on the basis of a person’s: race, color, religion, sex,
handicap, familial status (includes children under the age of 18 living with parents
and legal guardians and pregnant women) and national origin. The Code of Ethics adds
sexual orientation as a protected class, and state and local laws may add others classes
that REALTORS® should be familiar with in their local markets.
A seemingly innocent simple question such as “What is the neighborhood like?” could
inadvertently be answered in a manner that could be interpreted as an attempt to
“steer” the person and result in a fair housing issue.
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10 TIPS FOR OPTIMAL
TIME MANAGEMENT
Facebook can be time intensive because there is so much one can do with it. However,
there are many options to help you manage your involvement with this social network.
Follow these 10 tips for success:
•	
Plan what you wish to accomplish on Facebook.
•	
Plan on posting regularly, perhaps once a day.
•	
Budget the amount of time you want to spend on Facebook activities.
•	
Set aside time on an afternoon to review websites and blogs you enjoy so that you
can find links to share.
•	
You can use a social media management program such as HootsuiteTM
(www.Hootsuite.com). HootsuiteTM allows you to plan and schedule posts for
a later time.
•	
Or, use Facebook’s scheduling feature to set your updates to post at the times and
days you want when only updating Facebook.
•	
Stay within your scheduled time to work on Facebook. Set a timer if you need to.
You will also want to interact with your “Friends” and stay abreast of what others
are posting; 30 minutes per day is sufficient time to effectively participate on
Facebook.
•	
Engage with particular “Lists,” like your Locals, by selecting to view only their
“News Feed” when you have limited time.
•	
Change your “Chat” status to offline when you are busy to avoid unwanted chats.
•	
Use mobile Apps. More and more, we are finding ourselves able to view and
post from our smartphones. Visit the App store for your phone and download the
Facebook App or retrieve it from www.facebook.com/mobile.
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BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER
Many businesses and real estate professionals have found Facebook to be a valuable
addition to their Web marketing strategy. Why? Because Facebook social networking can
effectively connect you with potential clients at no cost and with minimal effort. Buyers
and sellers are interested in their own “micro-market” where they live and work. You can
provide them with valuable information through your Facebook presence.
With Facebook, you will have an opportunity to get to know potential and past clients
in a very personal way, allowing you to survey your clientele and how they use your
Facebook “Page.” Facebook is of a viral nature. What begins as a simple post can result
in lengthy conversation with dozens of comments, shared all over the Internet.
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Facebook should be just one part of your overall online marketing strategy. The
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® has created a guide on digital marketing to help
you bring all aspects of your online marketing endeavors together into one plan. Social
Media for REALTORS®: Digital Marketing is a guide that is sold individually or as part of the
Social Media for REALTORS®: VIP 4 Pack. The four pack includes all four guides in the
Social Media for REALTORS® series. These products can be found at www.Store.realtor/
SMR.

.realtor™’s free realtor.com® profile website option allows you to connect your social media accounts
once, given your account information remains the same, and your latest posts will automatically flow
into your website!
Visit www.get.realtor to get your web address and “Step 2” at
http://www.about.realtor/leverage/integrate-into-your-marketing for more on the free website option.

LEARNING MORE AND CONNECTING
Are you interested in learning more about online marketing and how to make the most
of today’s technology? We recommend you take NAR’s e-PRO® certification, raising the
bar for REALTORS® in social media and technology. The evolved e-PRO® certification
provides a roadmap to help you serve the hyper-connected consumers of today and
tomorrow. Course topics for e-PRO®: Day 1 (live or online) include the changing market,
how to connect with consumers, the online conversation and reputation management.
e-PRO®: Day 2 (online only) provides hands-on discovery of business tech tools, such as
an e-strategy, mobile office, micro-blogging, rich media and NAR resources.
For more information, visit http://www.ePRONAR.com or email ePRO@REALTORS.org.
This guide was originally created for REALTORS® by Amy Chorew, e-PRO®, with
assistance from Ginger Wilcox, e-PRO®, and is maintained by NAR social media expert
Nobu Hata.
INTERACT WITH NAR AND OTHER REALTORS
If you are looking to interact with other REALTORS® in social media, “Like” the NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® “Page” on Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/realtors),
connect with NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS® — Official Group on LinkedIn or
follow NAR on Twitter @realtors. NAR has additional Facebook and Twitter accounts that
you can choose to follow. Visit our social media page to find out more about how to follow
NAR at at https://www.nar.realtor/stay-connected/stay-connected.
®
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RESOURCES
EDUCATION & TRAINING
Facebook Help Center
http://www.facebook.com/help
NAR’s e-PRO® Certification
Website: http://www.ePRONAR.com

REALTOR BENEFITS® PROGRAM
PARTNER OFFERS
www.NAR.realtor/RealtorBenefits
Adwerx
NAR.realtor/RealtorBenefits/Adwerx
Back At You
NAR.realtor/RealtorBenefits/BackAtYou

Email ePRO@REALTORS.org
Field Guide to Effective Online Marketing
https://www.NAR.realtor/field-guides/field-guide-toeffective-online-marketing
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Field Guide to Facebook for REALTORS®
https://www.NAR.realtor/field-guides/field-guide-tofacebook-for-realtors

Facebook Marketing
Badges
http://www.facebook.com/badges/
Social Plugins
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/plugins
Advertising
http://www.facebook.com/advertising/

Social Media for REALTORS® Series:
https://store.realtor/product/brochure/social-mediarealtors-series-vip-4-pack-0?sku=135-71

Facebook Tools
HootsuiteTM Platform
www.hootsuite.com

CONTENT & PAGE DEVELOPMENT

Mobile Tools
http://www.facebook.com/mobile/

.realtor™ and .realtestate Domains
www.get.realtor
REALTOR® Content Resource
www.houselogic.com/members
realtor.com® Social Tools
www.realtor.com/engage

REPORTS
Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice
http://www.NAR.realtor/governance/
governingdocuments/the-code-of-ethics
2018 NAR Profile of Home Buyers and Sellers
https://store.realtor.org/product/report/2018-profilehome-buyers-and-sellers-download

NAR ON SOCIAL MEDIA

https://www.NAR.realtor/stay-connected/stayconnected

TOP 10 KEYWORDS TO
NAVIGATING FACEBOOK WITH EASE
1. Tag – To specify another Facebook user in a “Post,” video or photo. This is
accomplished by putting the “@” sign in front of their name in a “Post” or by
designating the individual user in a photo using the “Tag this Photo” function.
2. Profile – Information that defines a personal account. Your “Profile” is how users
you are friends with will view your Facebook account. It is displayed in a “Timeline”
organization showing your photos, stories and life events in chronological order.
3. Vanity URL – An abbreviation of Uniform Resource Locator (URL). It is the global
address of a resource on the Web and specifically in Facebook. Available for personal
and business “Pages.”
4. Like – According to Facebook, “Liking” is a way to give positive feedback or to
connect with things you care about on Facebook.” Users can also connect to content
and “Pages” through “Liking” the “Page.” This action then allows the user to be a
“Fan” of the “Page.”
5. Friend – These are people in your network that you will communicate and share
information with. Users connect on Facebook through friendships.
6. Badge – Collections of different types of information from your Facebook account
represented as a graphic “Badge.” Facebook provides the ability to include as much
of this information as you need and then give you the HTML code to paste on your
website or blog.
7. Ticker – Located on the right-hand side of your account, this lets you see all your
“Friends’” activity in real-time. “Ticker” updates itself as stories happen.
8. Apps – End-user programs that sit on top of the Facebook software and add
interactivity with the program. Apps include games, social media plugins,
calendars, etc.
9. Requests – Notifications to join groups, attend an event, etc. Requests include all
invitations to take some type of action.
10. News Feed – The stream of updates and information being shared by the people you
are friends with and the pages that you have liked.
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OWN YOUR BRAND ONLINE
Tell your clients exactly who you are and what you do with professional
domains. Both .realtor™ and .realestate can be used to connect your name,
niche, geographic location, hobby or personal interest to your real estate brand
through customized memorable URLs. The .realtor™ domain is free for the first
year, one per individual REALTOR®.
Learn more at www.get.realtor.

Social Media for REALTORS®: Facebook is part of the NAR Social Media for
REALTORS® series, and it is an easy-to-understand tool that will help real estate
professionals like you take your business to the next level. Using the power of online
social media tools like Facebook, you will save you time, money and effort by getting
started with key dos and don’ts.
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